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Hot damn, this letter is so long overdue it's ridiculous. Like, 

a year. So yeah, you people who say "Is it called ONE because 

they put out one per year?" can pat yourselves on the back. But it 

wasn't always like this, and it's not going to stay this way for long.

A couple years back, say three or four, I was standing in our 

booth at BCSD looking around at the companies represented 

there. There were the usual suspects, those blade institutions 

that have become the cornerstones of our industry. Of course I 

mean Valo, and Vibralux, and Aggressive Mall, Xsjado/USD, Be-

mag, and Rollerblade. But being BCSD there are other booths 

and they are filled with other companies you might not always 

hear much about. Some are local outfits, more important than 

ever, fusing together local scenes and giving regions common 

goals. These are great. And there's the upstarts — those new 

players with big dreams that are using the venue as a chance to 

get good word of mouth promotion. Then, to a seasoned (argu-

ably jaded, bitter) vet like myself, there's quite a few companies 

that lay low all year long, then pop up in February with a ban-

ner, a booth and a new product line. By the Monday following 

the event they've returned to their hibernation for the next 12 

months. 

I gave this type of operation a name: zombie company. 

Don't get me wrong, zombie companies aren't necessar-

ily bad, not to me at least. They must service some need, some 

audience, or else they wouldn't even disturb their natural state 

(resting) to make the troublesome trip to Detroit in the middle 

of winter. But on the other hand, they're exploitive. Because 

while those zombies are sleeping away 98% of the blade cal-

endar year, the other guys are out there stretching themselves 

thin to provide for their audience. Building an audience. Being 

a part of rollerblading. Actively participating in the community. 

Because the thing blading needs even more than a new urethane 

compound or cuff colorways is participation. If those involved in 

the community, no matter how peripherally, won't participate, 

why/how can we expect anyone else to? It's one of those leading 

by example things. 

And that is what's made these past months so difficult for 

ONE magazine — because despite all the edits we made and 

the content we posted online, we'd essentially become a zombie 

company too. And it sucked. But it wasn't all for naught, because 

in that time we've hatched a lot of ideas and forged more coop-

erative networks and ever expanded our social outreach. We've 

made some new plans, too. 

Those plans entail an all-new outlet for ONE content that's 

coming very soon to a digital device near you: ONE digital edi-

tions. These digital-only magazines will be available at no charge 

to the reader, and will be compatible with all devices. They will 

feature all-new, exclusive content from an even wider cast of 

characters, locations and events. The truth is we just get too 

much great material submitted to fit into the magazine (when 

limited to such a sporadic print schedule) that's also just too 

good to throw out into the world wide web without a little extra 

umph behind it. So if we've learned anything in 2012 it's that we 

want to put a whole lot more high quality blade content out into 

the world, and we're going to give a whole bunch of it away for 

free. Whadaya think of that?

So, let's close with a quick recap: 2012, hell of a year. Nitro 

Circus. Blading Cup. Seba. Franky and Montre on USD. Power-

blading. Them Goods storefront. Not too many ONE mags. 

But looking ahead to 2013: more ONE print mags, free ONE 

digital editions, ONEvideo #2 underway and more. 

Not bad for a bunch of zombies.

JE
San Diego
December 2012
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Denver, CO
Denver ranks #1 in the nation in terms of beer production 

per capita, which keeps our boys full of Coors Banquets. It is 

also the only city to bow out of hosting the Olympic games 

after winning the bid. The metropolis is one of a few in the 

nation that can boast teams from four major sports. Playboy 

once cited Colfax Avenue as, “the longest, wickedest street 

in America.” Given its current, dense concentration of liquor 

stores, medical marijuana dispensaries, crime and prostitution, 

that is not an outrageous claim.

The Renfer Boys are scattered throughout the city but all within 

a 15 minute bike ride. Cruise up north to Five Points and you can 

get whiskey-drunk at Larkin’s. Head west into Jefferson Park to 

visit the men of Dickskin—just prepare yourself for the grueling 

trek up the hill. South of downtown, you’ll find Luke Bender’s 

bladehouse (aka Kota’s), located in Baker, right across the street 

from the Spira Manor. If you really want a taste of high society, Ian 

Walker and his lady are living the swank life in Cap Hill. 

Spots are endless in this city. The large population of the downtown 

area makes for an abundance of schools and businesses to shred. 

There is so much more than your typical handrails and ledges. The 

vast number of alleyways allow for something unique to be found 

on the reg. 

To say that the scene here is active would be an understatement.  

Not only are people here constantly blading, there are people 

working damn-near around the clock for the betterment of the 

community. The previously mentioned Bender handles both the 

Mile High Battle and the Colorado Road Trip — easily two of the 

most important events in Colorado. Chris Bray organizes monthly 

BBQ and blade sessions. Greg Freeman (Old Greg) and Greg 

Schlosser (Young Greg) film quality shots of the men at work and 

Jeremy orchestrates Thursday Night Roll, every week, with great 

fervor.  We truly couldn’t ask for better blade advocates.  

– by Jeff Stanger

photo by Josh Hayes

*SCENE
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Reasons I Love Boston:
1.  It’s where I met my girlfriend, Nika, and 
    had an amazing time in college.
2. Brandon Ford
3. It has plenty of city life; diverse people, 
    music venues, good bars, great 
    food spots, and awesome bike paths 
    everywhere.
4. Great skate spots nearly everywhere.
5. It’s close to other cool cities like NYC 
    and Philly.

Why Create Originals is the best 
company in rollerblading:
1.  Brian, Hakeem, and Billy are 100% 
    dedicated. It’s 100% blader-owned and 
    they work their asses off to keep it that 
    way.
2. They are one of the only companies in 
    the industry with original products and 
    real new ideas.
3. They undeniably have one of the best 
    teams in rollerblading across the board, 
    and they actually take care of the team.
4. I can’t break the frames.
5. The owners still blade.

Things I do in my sleep:
1.  Fart
2. Talk/Snore
3. Pop/crack my feet and ankles 
    repeatedly
4. Walk
5. Cook and/or eat

Favorite concrete park:
1. Louisville, KY
2. Anything in Colorado; Colorado parks 
    are the best.
3. Groughton, CT
4. Bay Creek, GA
5. Kona, FL

Places I’d love to see:
1. Costa Rica
2. New Zealand
3. Amsterdam
4. China
5. India
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> MOTORCYCLES with Tory Treseder
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*ALT

FOR THE RECORD: Since I left the life of 
being a pro rollerblader, I've found that riding 
my bike is my new form of solitude. I always 
loved skating for the simple fact that it was 
my own thing, my time with my thoughts, not 
caring what anyone thought or needed for 
a few hours each day. I'm not saying that I 
no longer skate, but with a full-time job and 
loving wife, I don't have nearly as much time 
as I did back then. Being able to ride the bike 
still gives me a fair amount of time to just be 
one with myself and let go of all the bullshit 
for a few. Easily the greatest investment I've 
ever made. If you don't have a bike buy one; if 
you can't afford a bike, find a way to.

NAME: Tory Treseder
AGE: 34
LOCATION: Salt Lake City, Utah
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS: Welder / Graphics / 
Blader / Bar Manager
YEARS BLADING: 23
INTERESTS: Family, wife, dogs, travel, guitar, 
Coors, Harley, Salt Lake Bees, Utah Jazz
SITE: www.fuckthelakers.com, 
www.johnstockton.com
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Omar Wysong / TTS / Los Angeles
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For a very long time now, linguists and rollerbladers alike have 
assumed that most of language is either somewhat or fully arbitrary 
— that words can mean whatever people want them to mean.

Unfortunately that just doesn’t appear to be the case.
Over the last 30 or 40 years, linguists have been slowly adopting 

a new perspective that suggests that word forms and word meanings 
are intimately tied not only to the meanings of precursor words, but 
also to embodied concepts and constructs.

That means that you can’t create something new without borrow-
ing from the old, and if you truly have a novel idea, any word used to 
describe your new idea must make sense given our general human 
shape and resultant physical limitations. Sounds strange, but turns 
out it really isn’t.

Almost without exception, we name new things based on either 
attributes of older things we’re familiar with, or we name new things 
based on what they look like. Examples from rollerblading are easy 
to spot.

Take the “soul grind.” It is perhaps rollerblading’s first true creation 
because it is unlike anything that can be done on a roller skate, 
skateboard, ice skate, or bmx bike. The word is derived (obviously) 
from the salient part of the foot-position of the stance: the sole of 
the foot. Because the word sole is homophonic with “soul” — the 
so-called essence of the spirit — we simply swapped out the spelling. 
But it’s not arbitrary. Notice how it didn’t get named the troll grind. 
Another reason the term soul grind seems to have such staying power 
is because it turns out to be a fundamental component of our essence 
— the most typical stance of grinding unique to rollerblading. Our 
core. Our “soul.”

Take another example: the unity. Unlike so many other trick names 
that have changed or evolved over the years, the unity owes much 
of its meaning (and for that matter, staying power) to something it 
simply looks like: the lotus position. In the Buddhist Contemplative 
tradition, sitting in the lotus position while meditating is thought to 
bring unity to the mind and soul.

When the meanings behind these trick names are so 
straightforwardly resolved linguists say that the terms are motivated 
— which is to say they come from somewhere for a reason. In other 
cases in which the meaning of the terms is not so easily resolved, 
linguists still assume the terms were once motivated, but that we 
have since, somehow, forgotten the original connection.

Take for example the funny-sounding “fishbrain.” A lot of people 
might assume the trick name is arbitrary because they’ve either 
forgotten — or never knew in the first place — how the fishbrain was 
once motivated. Way back in the day, there was a top rollerblader 
named Tom Fry. His nickname was “Fishbrain” and he was the first 
person to popularize the trick we all might otherwise think of as 
topside makio. Grammatically speaking, suggesting to your homie 
that he go do a “fishbrain” on a ledge is no different than telling 
someone near a cookie jar not to “Cookie Monster” that shit.

From these few examples, then, we can infer that rollerblading 
language — just like all other language — is motivated rather than 
arbitrary. This would explain why novel trick names created in small 
towns and localities all across the world never gained currency in the 
rest of the blading world: those terms were simply too arbitrary. They 
didn’t stick because they didn’t make intuitive sense to the rest of us 
— in particular, they didn’t make sense to those of us who circulate 
trick names in magazines, on web sites, in videos, and now, in video 
games.

The last thing I’d like to suggest here is that changes in rollerblading 
language — just like the creation of trick names — too, are motivated 
rather than arbitrary. However, in most cases, changes to our 
language result from either changes in our embodiment or changes 
in our conceptual system.

Lots of tricks now have one name for the “forward version” of a 
trick and another for the “backwards version” of the trick. Take 
for instance the following: mistrial/misfit, unity/savanna, royale/
fahrvergnügen, sweatstance/kind grind, backslide/torque, etc. Not 
every one of those examples is exactly perfect, but the idea here is 
that the “backwards versions” don’t feel the same as their forward-
facing counterparts, and furthermore, many of them don’t replicate 
the exact foot positions when performed forward-facing or backward 
facing.

Consider, briefly, that most torque grinds do not resemble such a 
thing as an “alley-oop backslide.” Nowadays, most people who do 
torques lead with the toe rather than the heel. For most people the 
trick is easier to perform in this way, and so the conceptualization 
— and the trick name — changes because of performative changes 
in our body posture. The same is true for just about all of the tricks 
listed above.

So, given this, we can say that language change — just like 
creating trick names in the first place — is also motivated rather than 
arbitrary.

Personally, I think a major change is growing out of the relatively 
new term TTS, but that might be one best saved for the Second Place 
blog online. As a starting point, I can tell you that the TT part of that 
acronym is only ever used in conjunction with tricks during which a 
skater’s head (and more importantly, eyes) never fully turn away from 
the obstacle being grinded. That’s important because it represents 
not only a challenge to our understanding of words like true-spin and 
alley-oop, but also it represents a challenge to our perceptions of the 
precision necessary for rollerblading language to carry meaning.

The jury is still out on this one, but it appears that using the TTS 
acronym is going to shake things up in rollerblading language in a 
way unlike anything before.

See you online.

Second Place examines rollerblading language and rhetoric in a bi-weekly 

blog at ONE Magazine Online. Its author, Frank Stoner, is a rollerblader and 

adjunct faculty member at St. Edward’s University in Austin, Texas.

SECOND PLACE iN PRiNT: Motivation and Change
By Frank Stoner / Photo by Jeff Linnett
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Freeway, man, been tough to get ahold of you. But thanks for taking the 
time today to speak with us. Yeah yeah, sorry about that. 

Ah, it's no big deal. Just glad we could get up and do this. I've got some 
questions to run through, so we'll just get right into it. All right, cool —

let's do it. 

"Diamond in the Rough" just released a few weeks ago, not long after 
you'd gotten back from tour. What has response to the album been 
like? Ah man, everything's been good. People loved the album — it got a 

great response — and we've got a big concert on the 19th of this month 

with Young Gunz and Memphis Bleek, so I'm excited about that… Just 

working. 

Oh damn—good to hear. Where's that show at, is it in Philly? It's in New 

York City at the Gramercy Theater. 

How about working on it; What can you tell us about making "Diamond 
in the Rough"? Besides working with Just Blaze again and squashing 
that beef, are there any other sort of milestones or whatever you 
wanna call them on there that listeners should be know about? Me 

and Just had a little misunderstanding but it's all good. We worked on the 

album and just got a great response. We make great music together and 

I'm just happy we were able to squash the B.S. we had and concentrate 

on the music. He's a great producer and he did a lot for my career, like, he 

produced a majority of my first album, he got me on a lot of features like 

"Burnin' Up" and a bunch of other stuff. I definitely cherish our relationship. 

That's really cool to hear. Is there anything else like that on the album 
that deserves a special note, or other collaborations you can focus 
on? Well you know I work with Bink!, another producer that was heavily 

involved on my first album — you know he did like three things on my first 

album — but we worked together and people love hearing us together. And 

I had Jake One on the album too, and we did "The Stimulus Package" so 

we have a great relationship. Another person I had on the album, Musiq 

Soulchild, it was special to me 'cause we went to school together. Finally 

getting a chance to work together was special to me. 

That's gotta be rewarding to bring a collaboration like that together. 
You mentioned Jake One and I really enjoyed "The Stimulus Package" 
and pretty much anything you guys ever did is on heavy rotation . 
Thanks man. 

Yeah, yeah! And the other stuff too, but that Jake One… I guess that's 

SOUND CHECK*  > Freeway
Interview by Justin Eisinger / photo by Jimmy Giambrone

*SOUNDS
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how I really found Freeway. But I want to talk about your first album, 
and sort of unusual path — like, you started out with Roc but now 
you're more of a fully independent artist. Can you tell me a little about 
the pros and cons of being with a big label like Roc, compared with 
being completely in control of what you're doing? I mean… the one thing 

about Roc is that when I was on Roc it was basically like being what an 

independent artist is. They let me do what I wanted to do. Like when I did 

my first album, that was me. You know, that was all the things that I wanted 

to do. Just without all the other stuff like the paperwork you have to do as 

an independent artist. The reason I'm independent is because when the 

Roc-a-fella split came, I just decided to do what I was doing and go back 

to doing what I was doing and that's working hard. I was like nah, I'm not 

going to shut down or cry over spilt milk, I'm gonna get some stuff done. 

I did some things like, in '09, when I did a song a day for thirty-one days.

Wow. Then I did "The Stimulus Package" project with Jake One and 

Rhymesayers in 2010 — I really love working with those guys. It's a great 

relationship. They had me on the road, the had me on tour. The album was 

definitely critically acclaimed, so I was happy to work with them. And now 

here we are, 2012, and I put out "Diamond in the Ruff" with Babygrande. 

It's good — it's just good to put music out and be able to be out there and 

reach the people. You know? 

For sure, right?! Getting to do what you want to do. We were blessed 

with Roc-a-fella because they let us do us, but a normal label, they can take 

your music — they want you to make certain songs. You definitely feel free 

with an independent project.

That's good to hear. Seems to suit you, or at least be working for you 
for sure. But to change gears, we're talking today thanks to our mutual 
friends at Dub Caesar. Can you tell us as how you teamed up with those 
guys; how you met our man Killgore? How did I meet Killgore… I dunno 

man, we've been cool for a couple years now. I think I met him in the studio 

or something like that and, you know, those guys are great businessmen. 

They print up all our merch for Freestyle Apparel; they print all our clothes 

and all our merch that I'm on the road with. They're just great guys overall. 

They taught me a lot — they have great ideas. We work together good, 

man. That's definitely another relationship that I cherish. 

Man, that's pretty cool. Like, I saw a photo on Facebook or somewhere 
today of you over at Denial Print Co. picking up your merch. I sent 
Adam an email like "Yo someone interview that dude!" and here we 
are. Ha ha. But listen, I have a question for a guy who knows about the 
streets and the game and all that. Do you think Obama is going to let 
weed be legal? It's legal now, isn't it? I spend a lot of time in Oakland and 

people be ridin' with what, an ounce in the car or something like that and 

there's no issues. But it's still illegal federally, so I know sometimes the 

weed stores get messed with, but I'm sure the government is gonna give 

it some push against 'cause, you know, it's still a drug. Obama's probably 

gonna be against it. 

Right, I think you're right about that, but let's say hypothetically 
he or they came out like, "Hey, it's what it is, you passed your laws," 
whatever. Do you think that would change the drug game in New York 
City or Philadelphia? It'd definitely change the drug game completely, 

and I think it would be good for the government 'cause they could tax it 

and make some money, but… um… it's like, you never know. I was watching 

HBO and "Boardwalk Empire" and the war over illegal alcohol, and now it's 

legal. They have state stores and stuff like that. You never know, it might 

get like that in the years to come. 

I agree with you there, but it's gonna be an interesting ride. And 
yo let's get back to Killgore for a minute. He told us he showed you 
some ONE mags but I was wondering — has he showed you any other 
rollerblading?

Yeah, and you know he's a great rollerblader. I didn't even know that he 

was like a recognized rollerblading until recently. Some people told me and 

I was like, "You're a real modest guy, never telling me you were that good 

at it."

Ha ha ha, Killgore, modest. That's classic. I love it. A few weeks back I was 

in Cali at Diamond Supply, I was at the Diamond Mine — that's like their 

factory — and I was taking pictures of skateboards and I know Killgore and 

another friend of mine were like "come on man, put the skateboard down 

and let us get you some rollerblades and show you how to really do it!" 

That was kinda cool. 

That is cool. I appreciate that and I appreciate Killgore saying that. You 
know, rollerblading's a lot like independent music — we're out here 
on our own, doing our own thing, no one telling us what to do. Lot of 
paperwork. Good times. He said there's competitions and stuff. I gotta 

make it out to one of those things sometimes. Go in there and shut it down, 

you know?

Hey man, our friends just put blading back on TV for the first time in 
seven years. Congratulations.

Thanks man, but yeah. We should get you out here for the next one. 
I'm gonna try to make that happen... I'll start with Killgore. Freeway 
at The Blading Cup next year — that would be dope. Well let's see what 

we can do then. 

All right we will for sure. But we've got four quick questions for you 
man and we'll let you out of here. Here we go: 

What song/artist influenced you the most as an artist, or inspired your 
interest in music? I would say probably Treach from Naughty by Nature. 

He was one of my favorite MCs growing up. I really wanted to be like him. 

He's definitely an MC with a different flow and I still listen to him to this 

day. 

All right, sick! What's the hardest or best verse you ever dropped? 
My verse on "What We Do" would be the hardest verse I ever dropped. 

Everybody love it; it's timeless music to this day. I just performed it two 

days ago. 2 Chainz was in Philly and he brought me out to perform and the 

crowd went crazy, so I've gotta say that's my hardest verse. 

What collaborative team up has been the best for you to work on, 
both creatively or just with the finished product? Another thing I'd say 

working with the team—working with the Roc, working with Jay. I think I'm 

one of the only artists that's got something like seven records with them 

outside of Beens or Bleek and 'Ye. It's definitely a blessing to work with 

Jay. I feel he's one of the best to ever do it, so, it's definitely a blessing to 

work with him. 

Hell yeah. He is the H.O.V., right? Ha ha, yeah. 

Finally here's the last question for you, Freeway: what's the best advice 
you ever got? Ha ha I know it'll sound crazy 'cause I keep going to Jay, but 

the best advice that I ever got from Jay was to keep going, to keep working. 

And to this day when we talk he's like "I see you out here working, just keep 

going—don't stop. Keep moving forward…" And I've applied that to my life 

and music and it's definitely kept me relevant. I'm going on my 13th year of 

music and it's just a great thing.

And that's advice that applies to anybody. That's the truth. Well we 
really appreciate the time man, and we know you've got plenty of 
other things to keep you busy. I'll make sure Killgore gets copies of the 
issue to get into your hands, and we can't wait to hear more music. So 
keep it up. Hey thanks a lot, you have a good night. 
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This relatively low-fi production has all the attitude and raw skating that you remember from the first Strange Creatures 

picture plus one secret ingredient. “We actually tried to make a 'real video' this time.” Said the head of SC’s video department, 

Amir Amadi. The end result of their "real video" didn't lose any of the experimentation or grittiness of their earlier releases. 

These guys are hungry. Adam Brierley, Matt Langel, Matt Luda, Dylan Davis, Brandon Smith and Alex Broskow come hard 

with full parts but the early polls say Dean Coward is the one to watch. 

It has been two years since Valo 4 Life  and Jon Julio and Co. are bringing the pain once again. “The pain” being the feeling you 

get when you watch epic footage of the Valo team crisscrossing the globe in search of prefect spots and the never-ending 

summer. “…all we're trying to do is get more people to believe in what we as a brand are doing, because there aren't many like us 
around.” That's what staff lensman and editor Ivan Narez had to say about the fifth video in support of the Valo skate brand. 

If Alex Broskow, Erik Bailey, Brandon Smith, Victor Arias, Soichiro, Franco Cammayo, Ross Kuhn and Cosimo can’t get it 

done there is always The Head — Jon Julio. With every passing video section Jon continues to make history, which is well 

worth the price of this DVD or iTunes download alone.

It’s almost an outrage that Xsjado has never had a team video. How many people out there were waiting for the original 

Xsjado team to put out a feature? One last look into Dustin Latimer’s head as he passed the torch on to Stockwell and 

Farmer. Well, unfortunately that never happened and maybe that’s the reason Xsjado has waited this long to put out its 

virgin video. It took time to shake the images and personalities of the old Xjsdado and the team has spent the last few years 

building excitement around the new direction and team. “…It’s a new day. We’re definitely taking this company into the future.” 

Was a remark from Paul John when I asked him about the vibe of XSJ.  How’s this for a line up: Chris Farmer, Jeff Stockwell, 

JC Rowe, Victor Galacia, Ben Schwab and Marcus Benavides?  Paul’s work speaks for itself, with the eye of a music video 

director and the skate sensibility of someone that has been blading since the '90s, XSJ will be a DVD that we are still talking 

about five years from now.

VALO V * Directed by ivan Narez   > 2013

XSJ Team Video * Directed by Paul John   > 2013

Strange Creatures VooDoo Show * Directed by Amir Amadi   > out now

reviews by Drew Bachrach
*BLADE
Ever since the premier of Adam Johnson and Sean Kelso’s 2011 film Pariah, there has 

been a void in the DVD scene. Other than a few notable underground videos such 

as City Never Sleeps, Dag Days and Thee Worst, the video landscape has been pretty 

desolate. But holiday season always has a strange way of bringing out the biggest 

video releases of the year and here are a few coming attractions to look forward to.
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Denver, CO

Brian Aragon: Top Acid to True Fish Up, 
True Soul 360 True Mizou

Trevor Tylosky: 270 Back Torque to Soul

Courtney Cain: Cab True Mizou

Dre Powell: True Front Savanna

Sayer Danforth: True Top Soyale

Once upon a time — an earlier, simpler time, in this case the early 2000s — it was pretty easy to be a Jack Black fan. If you were young 

and of a counter-culture bend, he was the anti-hero hero of the millennium. Notably his string starting in '00 with High Fidelity then right 

into Saving Silverman, Shallow Hal, Orange County, and School of Rock. And there was a bunch of other credits in that time frame too, but that 

streak took a surprising and not entirely awesome turn in 2005 when Jackie boy landed a part in King Kong. Seemingly from out of right 

field Black was trying to be a serious movie star. For long-time fans, it was not a good look. 

Sadly, this new streak has continued. There's been some flashes of that old magic: Be Kind Rewind, Tenacious D and the Pick of Destiny, Nacho 

Libre and Tropic Thunder to name a few, but there's also been all too many like The Holiday. Urgh. What happened to Jack Black?! Who 

knows. But thanks to Netflix we found what is surely an under-appreciated gem in his lengthly list of credits. A little flick from 2011 called 

Bernie.

Maybe, just maybe I'm biased to his role in this one because his character, the epponymously named Bernie, had some eccentric traits 

that reminded me of Ryan Schude. Not regular Ryan Schude mind you, that guy's a pro. But late night, long tour, too much booze and 

patronizing the shit out of me Schude who I had the pleasure of traversing the country with for blade trips on many occasions. That 

Schude is buried inside Black's Bernie character (unbeknownst to Black), and the idiosyncrasies therein lend the film a sharp authenticity 

that is disarming. Because the story is preposterous — but true!

It's 1998, in small-town Carthage, Texas, and 39-year-old Bernie Tiede is a local assistant mortician. He's fastidious, unflappable, and 

perpetually in high spirits. And through small-town life he becomes an inseparable companion to wealthy, recently widowed, and much 

elder 81-year-old, Marjorie Nugent (Shirley MacLaine). Their friendship is a bit like something out of The Birdcage, thanks in part to 

Bernie's closeted showiness, and Marjorie's fierce temper and wild mood swings. But the two travel the world and share in experiencing 

the finer things in life anyway. Until Marjorie's outburst become too much, and Bernie feels stifled. He does his best to cope, but pretty 

soon he's fielding calls from accountants and the district attorney (a nearly unrecognizable Matthew McConaughey): "Where's Marjorie?" 

A charade ensues that I won't spoil here, but soon we learn that there are cracks in Bernie's shiny, friendly veneer. He is, after all, a real 

human being. 

 

Because don't forget, this is based on a true story. Albeit a "stranger than fiction" true story, and as critics agreed, it took a subdued, 

brilliant performance from Black to pump life and believability into a character that is at once so likable, animated, understanding and 

utterly unbelievable. This isn't the Jack Black of old, but it's a great use of his talents. More like this, please! Or Airborne 2.

street talk / 
Hog: If you're not familiar with 

your hog, then you're doing it 
wrong. Often used in relation 

to whole energy concepts like 
qwuan, though it can also be used 

in reference to sidepipe.

Examples:

spot-ed / 

"Yee got hog out at Blading Cup."

"Dog buds my hog and get this clip."

"Got with babe and brimmed the hog."

"Don't ice my hog, let me get next cover!"

comic / Red Light Properties 

Monkeybrain Comics /  Comixology / review by JE  / retail: $1

Miami. Sun-drenched streets. Colorful, ethnically-rich neighborhoods, and elderly… lots and lots of 
elderly. And in the the Miami of RLP — much like in real-life Miami — those elderly people are going 
to pass on. But what if they don't, you know, really pass on? That's where Cecilia comes in. She's the 
realtor you call when things are not all on the up and up. But her real trick is her ex-husband, psychic 
sensitive Jude Tobin. Jude is able to cross between planes and communicate with the spirits of the 
deceased (thanks to a heady mix of salvia and other hallucinogenic ingredients), and helps Cecilia 
make a living selling the homes that other realtors just can't. Red Light Properties is a visually bold, 
kinetic read with elements of fantasy, horror, stoner comedy, and a rich cast of supporting characters 
paired with a head-slappingly simple premise that makes it instantly accessible. You can read it online 
for 99 cents an issue on any digital platform via Comixology.

press play / Bernie
review by JE / Directed by Richard Linklater / Distributed by Millennium Entertainment

Horizon C-Ledge

*TiDBiTS
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Sometimes basic is better. Sometimes going crazy is better. 

In the case of the Nike Air Safari, both of those mentalities 

come together for the perfect sneaker. In 1987 when 

this shoe was first released, basic was the status quo for 

sneakers. People weren't designing, (and certainly not 

buying) neon colored running shoes with flashy patterns. 

Form was following function and what made a shoe worth 

buying was it's technical prowess to help your run be more 

comfortable and last longer. 

From a structural standpoint, the Safari certainly hits those 

marks. It's almost-deconstructed upper provides support, 

serious comfortability with a full air sole unit in the heel, and 

minimal seams to keep it from chafing your feet. But what 

separated this shoe from the rest of the sneaker world is its 

immediately recognizable colorway. Bright safety orange 

with black is certainly loud, but when you accent that with 

gray on gray "safari" inspired print (hence the name) you get 

something other worldly. Especially in 1987. 

25 years later, the Safari is back strong as Nike celebrates 

the 25th anniversary with a landslide of colorways and 

materials including the original. If the flashiness of this 

one isn't your thing, there's an all black version, a subtle 

burgundy version, and tons of other loud neon colors with 

even a new lunarlon foam sole unit to make them more 

comfy. One more time, the Safari is hard to miss with Nike's 

ingenuity and new technology.

To get your hands on a pair, check out your nearest sneaker 

boutique, or design your own custom pair at nikeid.com. 

Scandinavian crime novels have become popular in the last decade or so, 

especially with the success of the The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo by Stieg Larsson. 

Jo Nesbo's contribution to this new genre is his series about the hard drinking 

police detective, Harry Hole, a character that is recognizable to readers of 

American crime fiction dating back to its origins. He is somewhat of a loner, he 

only has two friends, both of which he doesn't see very often but has known 

almost his entire life. He is obsessive when it comes to his work, which makes him 

good at what he does but also a hard person get along with. However this familiar 

character is placed in a foreign environment and faced with problems that are 

unfamiliar to readers of classic crime fiction. Norway is not the United States. 

In Norway there are only 64 prisoners per 100,000 people compared to 715 

per 100,00 people in the US. Crime in general, and violent crime in particular, 

are not as common, which leads to Harry having to fight those within his own 

department when his investigative diagnosis leads him to believe there's a serial 

killer on the loose. Serial killers are just not a part of their social consciousness, 

so what is seemingly a very familiar American trope becomes one that is very 

Norwegian in nature — along with other aspects like the weather, social issues, 

and how the police department itself operates. All come together to assure you 

that you are definitely not reading an American crime story. One of the aspects 

that make this a good book is how a traditional hard-boiled crime novel is 

interpreted by another culture. Harry is the other reason. He is a man seemingly 

headed for self-destruction. But this is contrasted with the relationship with 

his on-again-off-again girlfriend and, especially, her son, which provides the 

necessary humanity to keep him from being just another stereotypical detective 

adhering to his personal code but unconnected to the world around him. — ZoSo

Crime rates according to NationMaster.com

book / The Snowman 
written by Jo Nesbo, translated by Don Bartlett

kicks / Nike Air Safari by Mike Rios

tech / GoGroove Bluegate  

SOUNDbites / 
reviews by Cory Casey

This little bluetooth dongle is a handy gadget for streaming 

music from your smartphone or tablet through external 

speakers or headphones. If you drive a car with an AUX 

input, plug the GoGroove Bluegate into the 3.5mm audio 

jack, then sync it with your device. Now you're streaming 

tunes through your stereo (and can still connect to the car's 

handsfree system). The GoGroove Bluegate is rechargeable 

with the included USB cord, and gets about 12 hours of 

playtime per charge. MSRP> $59.99

Pro tip: Less than $30 on Amazon

Dinosaur Jr.
I Bet On Sky
Jagjaguwar Records
2012
> Favorite Track: "Watch the Corners"

Tama Impala
Lonersim
Modular Records
2012
> Favorite Track: “Elephant”

Just like nearly all popular trends these days the 

twenty-year cycle is in effect, and the fashion and 

music industries are notorious for the recycling 

and reuse of past successes. It seems as though 

just as we’re forgetting about a style they’re al-

ready repackaging it and calling it something com-

pletely different even though we’re collectively 

aware of its familiarity. That’s in fact just a wordy 

way of saying that "it worked then and it works 

now," and this holds true in the case of Dinosaur 

Jr.’s album, I bet On Sky. The bands tenth studio 

album is another practice in the their well-estab-

lished ability to sound the same — but just slightly 

different. It’s a laid-back vocalist and lead guitarist 

J Mascis this time around, and he whines his way 

around his emblematic guitar distortions with 

the tight-but-loose-feeling sound for which Jr. is 

known. This is a  mellow, fuzzed out alt-rock al-

bum that’s a good listen on a weekend afternoon 

while doing your laundry or in your headphones 

riding the bus to work.

With insanely meticulous production values, 

Tame Impala’s second album breaks into some 

very exciting new territory, creating a superb 

weirdo-pop landscape where fuzzed out gui-

tar riffs explode like incoming artillery on drum 

breaks and airy vocals. With as many breakdowns 

and rhythm changes as any album I’ve heard in the 

last 10 years, Lonerism pays homage to bands like 

The Beatles, We All Together, The GO! Team and 

Pink Floyd. There’s a neo Dark Side of The Moon 

feel on tracks like “Apocalypse Dreams,” and at 

times there might be a little too much going on for 

the ordinary listener to appreciate. However, the 

tunes found here are some of the most fun songs 

of 2012. The blissed-out psychedelic vibes con-

tinue throughout tracks like, “Why Won’t They 

Talk To Me?” with laser synths flying in, out and 

around… Space Mountain here we come. Loner-

ism is smartly arranged, carefully executed, and 

encrusted with glittery hooks waiting for their 

signal to be slipped deep inside your ear canals.
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I have known Andrew since he was a little kid. I used to pick 

him up every time we had the chance to go skating. I liked 

having him around because he was unusually good for his 

age, but more so because he needed it. The story behind An-

drew's upbringing is long, occasionally dark, and laden with 

obstacles that usually ruin a child's outlook on life. Thank-

fully he decided to rollerblade, because the experiences we 

have had together during this time give him a broader out-

look on life outside of his home.

I remember several years back, at the Hoedown at Eisen-

bergs in Dallas, TX. After the competition was over, Chris 

Fleener had shut the lights off. There was only one light lit in 

the whole park — it was over the ramp at the entrance. An-

drew, being the young, overly-energetic kid he was (and still 

is), was skating the ramp instead of hanging out in the lobby 

area with the rest of the crowd. I guess someone caught 

sight of him doing something incredible because I saw a few 

people outside watching him. I went outside and the people 

were shouting "Hey, do that again!" I guess these guys had 

never seen a 13-year-old fakie 360 truespin top porn be-

fore. To their credit, it is strange to see someone so young 

skate so effortlessly. More and more people began to clam-

mer outside to watch him do that trick. Minutes later, most 

of the crowd from the Hoedown was in the room watching 

and cheering on this little boy doing difficult technical tricks. 

Looking around, seeing all these people watch Andrew skate 

the mini ramp solidified what I already knew — there is some-

thing special about this kid.

As much as he gets complimented on his talents, and as much 

recognition as he is starting to receive, his upbringing keeps 

Andrew humble. Rollerblading has shaped his life. Nowadays 

Andrew resides in Austin, TX, sleeping on my couch and liv-

ing the dream. 

This may be your first glimpse at the boy, but let it not be 

your last.

*AM HOUR

Andrew Broom By Cody Sanders
Photos by Greg King
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by Frank Stoner
photography by Jonathan Labez

Jeremy
Soderburg

*SPOTLiGHT

Am I a writer? No. Am I a blader? Yes, and that is the reason I de-
cided to write this intro for Jeremy Soderburg. This isn't going to be 
a "dude, he is the nicest guy you will ever meet" kinda deal. This is 
more like, "he is one of the hardest working guys in the game right 
now" kinda deal. To say I respect his hustle is an understatement. 
He is one of the few who have realized opportunities don't just show 
up if you kill every session you rock. I mean, sure, he always does 
that, but he also realizes that in a sport with a daily commute of 
video traffic, you might just have to create your own lane.

      —Louie Zamora
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Over the last few years, Jeremy Soderburg has been steadily estab-

lishing himself within the collective consciousness of the rollerblad-

ing community. His online edits, video parts, and sheer presence have 

raised eyebrows, hushed critics, entertained, and impressed our 

community to the point that he’s now beginning to be recognized in 

the right ways. 

He has moved up the ranks with sponsors like The Conference and 

Undercover Wheels, holding AM positions with both brands. He’s put 

out a humongous number of online edits that have earned him the 

attention and adoration of rollerbladers around the world. And, now, 

he’s earned a rightful place in ONE’s Spotlight. 

But it’s not just the numbers that earned him so much respect. What’s 

most intriguing about Jeremy is the way his actions serve a symbolic 

function of holding a mirror before the eyes and faces rollerbladers 

of every stripe and reflecting back on them a picture of our past, pres-

ent, and future. 

Far too often these days, rollerbladers seem to be looking at roll-

erblading in a sort of vacuum, not really paying much attention the 

value of history and experience. When I watch Jeremy skate, I don’t 

just see another edit from another regular guy. I see a survivor of roll-

erblading’s earlier days, and I also see in his skating the wisdom that 

only comes with years of knowledge and experience. 

Sometimes it’s not the most flattering experiences that give us matu-

rity. A few weeks ago while researching for this piece, I spoke to Con-

nor O’Brien who told me a revealing story about Jeremy as a much 

younger man.

Connor explained that he rolled up on a famous ledge spot near Re-

dondo Beach Pier one time and ran into Craig Case and Tat Nasu, 

who were skating the spot with a few others. For context, Connor 

said this was right around the time Coup de Tat was about to come 

out. Connor said he was a little bit shy about approaching the group, 

but what seemed to give him the gumption to approach the guys 

was somebody on the periphery that caught his eye: “This kid with 

a MEAN bowl cut.”

It was Soderburg.

While something like a dated haircut might embarrass Jeremy a little 

bit now, it’s important because it reminds us of three things: one, 

where we’ve all come from; two, to NEVER take ourselves too seri-

ously; and three, that very small and easily overlooked details can be 

what it takes to be approachable enough to bring a new (and very 

valuable) member into our community. 

In addition to that MEAN OL’ BOWL CUT, Jeremy is also known to 

have rocked some pretty wicked dreads for a time. Jeremy wouldn’t 

bs saVaNNah / CERiTOs, Ca
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tell me much about that, other than to say that it was true, and that he 

isn’t ‘bout that kind of thing anymore. 

The thing is, being a kid with a silly haircut is nothing to be ashamed 

of. It’s a life lesson that you can measure against a skater’s versatility, 

ability, and experience — which is evident in the way Jeremy roller-

blades and the objects he skates. 

Another vestige from Jeremy’s past is his experience skating on 

homemade obstacles in his driveway. 

When I spoke to him a few weeks ago, he told me that his parents 

were supportive of his skating when he began in the late '90s. His 

mom was mostly concerned with him getting injured, but he told me 

his dad was particularly supportive in helping him build his own little 

mini-skatepark in their driveway.

 

Jeremy said, “Yeah I had a p-rail, a street spine, and even a start ramp.” 

For a lot of people, that’s what skating was back then. It was hours 

and hours of sessioning homemade obstacles in an effort to learn as 

many tricks as possible — the success of which is clearly visible in Jer-

emy’s skating today.

You don’t get to be as talented as Jeremy without a great deal of 

practice and the dedication that comes with skating solo for hours 

and hours day after day. In fact, some people that I’ve spoken to laud 

Jeremy for his ability to make 50-foot handicapped rails actually look 

like his driveway p-rail.

 

In the present day, what we’re seeing out of Jeremy is prolific. Not 

only does his skating embody a work ethic worthy of a committed and 

dedicated professional, the quality of his skating is second to none.

One of the standards currently being employed by rollerbladers right 

now is an extraordinary emphasis on unique style — which Jeremy 

has in spades. When you watch him skate, there's no confusing him 

for someone else — it’s unmistakably Soderburg.

Other more objective qualities of Jeremy’s style are his variety and 

versatility. When you watch his sections online, in person, or in fully 

produced DVDs, you don’t see the same tricks over and over again. 

He’s constantly mixing it up with a wide variety of frame tricks, soul 

tricks, spins, and switch-ups. He does all manner of impressive nega-

tives and he true spins both ways. And he does all of those things on 

some of the most original and varied terrain out there.

A slightly less objective aspect of Jeremy’s skating is found in his 

trick dictionary. Many of his tricks are both timeless and classic. His 

sections routinely include straightforward — but perfectly executed 

— topsouls and backroyales. Yet he’s also no stranger to the classic 
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backslide. Backslides, many would agree, are a very good indicator 

of a connection to rollerblading’s yesteryear. You don’t see a lot of 

guys who came up in the mid-2000s doing backslides down kink rails 

or all the way across 40- or 50-foot long handicapped rails the way 

Jeremy does.

Another reason Jeremy’s skating is so strikingly unique is a bit more 

objective, but nonetheless original. He routinely lands his tricks with 

his feet together, but with his knees apart. To my knowledge, no one 

at his level has employed this distinctive method of smooth compres-

sion to punctuate his tricks. Watch any section, clip, or video part and 

you’ll see what I mean.

 

A final dimension of his skating worth highlighting right now is Jer-

emy's mastery of some of the most difficult and progressive tricks 

yet established. I’m talking mainly about his fastslides, pudslides, and 

torques, but there are many others. The first time people see Jeremy 

fastslide a 40-foot handicapped rail, they just sit there, mouths gap-

ing like giant idiots. Seeing some of the other objects he’s pudslided 

and torqued, people simply reel in amazement. I do. And I know I’m 

not the only one.

 

When I talked to photographer Jonathan Labez about Jeremy, Labez 

kept emphasizing the lengths that Jeremy goes to get every trick, 

shot, and clip done perfectly. Labez hesitated to call it obsessive, but 

it certainly seemed to be on the tip of his tongue. Jeremy is about 

detail, originality, and flawless execution. And, as Connor O’Brien put 

it, “Whether it's his customized skates, the Jordans on his feet, the 

clothing he's wearing, or the music he's listening to, Jeremy has al-

ways been about originality.”

"Jeremy is about
detail, originality, and 
flawless execution."

bs ROyalE TO wallTap 180 / NORwalk, Ca
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Nils, let's get this started with the easy stuff: how old are you, 
how long have you been blading, and where exactly do you live? 

I’m 20. Been blading for around 11 years, and I’ve been living in 

Jurmala, Latvia, all my life — but I spend most of my time in Riga, the 

capital city which is like 20 km from my town. I live next to a forest 

actually, which is super cool. I can be in the city center where all 

the action happens and then in 30 minutes I'm away from everyone. 

What's it like in Latvia compared with everywhere else you've 
traveled? Shittier. Ha, ha. Street spots suck and the weather as 

well. The only thing that keeps me not getting away from there is 

my family, girl and homies. 

Josh Glowicki told me you just started going to university — 
when was the last time you went to school? I had a free year after 

I finished high school, and now I'm back to school and it’s pretty 

cool. It’s not like high school; I actually learn something new. 

Is it hard to switch from blade life to school life? Not really, 

because I haven’t switched anything. Ha, ha. I have university three 

days a week in the evenings, so I still have time to do whatever. I will 

just keep going to school, blade hard, travel and that’s it.

How does rollerblading fit into your life; what role does it play? 
It fits just perfect. I can’t imagine where I would be without blading. 

Everything I do is connected to blading and I just love everything 

about it. I’ve got my best homies because of blading, and I've been 

to places I wouldn’t have gone without it. It’s just one more reason 

to live and enjoy life every day, and nothing will change that whether 

I do it for a living or just fun. It’s gonna be fun as long as my body can 

do it, and when it’s not enjoyable anymore then there’s other stuff 

to do like getting a job. Ha, ha.

Can you tell us how you started skating? My brother asked our 

parents for blades and of course I wanted to do the same thing my 

big bro was doing, so I got into it a little bit after he did. I was 9 years 

old. We would just make practice boxes in our backyard and shred 

all day, and try to learn new shit. My brother was killing it when I 

was learning top souls.

What keeps you skating now? So many things actually. Starting 

with the fact that I can push my own lImits all the tIme and get 

as good as I can Imagine (there are no limits by the way and my 

imagination is endless) and push the sport, generally showing 

people how awesome it is. I just love lacing shit — don’t know a 

better feeling than landing a hammer. Traveling the world, meeting 

so many great dudes. I feel like the years are passing but I just get 

more juiced about blading.

When you were nominated into the Top 10 in the Skater of the 
Year polling, what did you think? It wasn’t like I was even going for 

something that serious. I was like “oh shit, that’s cool."

How about when you won? It sure felt good, but I just knew there 

were guys who maybe deserved it more… but actually I didn’t care 

too much. It just happened. I sure didn’t feel like Skater of the Year 

but if others did I'm really glad. I was just doing my thing, and I guess 

people enjoyed it.

Are you aware there was controversy about your win? Not 

really, but I would be really happy if Richie had got it. I hope he takes 

it next year, because he ain't stopping.

Interview by Justin Eisinger
Photography by Kuba Urbanczyk and Kaspars Alksnis
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"I can't imagine 
where I would be 
without blading"

baCksidE baCkslidE / Riga, laTVia / phOTO by kaspaRs alksNis 
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Who do you look up to in blading, and are those the people that 
influence you? I’ve always looked up to Haffey, for sure, and his 

blading has influenced mine big time. Because he goes big. Richie 

Eisler influences everyone around, and me too, with his unique and 

“not able to copy” skating and just making it all look easy. I still look up 

to people that I looked up to five years ago — all the top pros. 

What about sponsors, are you open to skating for anyone who 
offers you a spot on a team, or are you more selective? I'm not that 

selective, I just stick to the guys who have helped me out and who 

have passion about blading — same as me. There’s no point to switch 

sponsors if you love the brand you ride for. I just like to make a strong 

connection with my sponsors, so they are more like my homies and 

not  my bosses. 

Speaking of Haffey and the Remz team — what's it like to be on 
a team with someone that's been so influential? It's great to be 

on the same team with the best. It gives some extra motivation and 

inspiration, because I've been diggin' Haffey's skating since way back 

in the day. Now, being on the same team is just kinda unbelievable. 

So it doesn't matter. That's cool. Makes sense — I'm told you're 
already well-recognized all over, that people "freak." This true? 

Umm pffff... I guess. Whatever.

Ha, ha! Talk to me a little about Hedonskate and Mirek. How 
important are they for your development as a blader? I love 

everything about Hedonskate and what they do for me and I'm 

super juiced to represent the brand. I wouldn’t be where I am 

without Hedonskate, because Mirek helped me get most of my other 

sponsors and we hang out. But yeah, Mirek is the boss.

Anything exciting you're working on with them that you want to 
talk about? Nothing that exciting at the moment. I will just represent 

the brand, travel with them. Wait for next summer and you’ll hear 

about Hedonskate more and more. Check hedonskate.com. 

What about projects you're working on? I'm told you're starting 
some really unique events in Latvia. What's that about? I need to 

make a WRS Uploaded edit now, but the summer is over here and I'm 

going to China for the China X Open, where I'll have less time, but I 

really hope I come up with something fresh. 

There’s also this one thing that and my homie Kaspars and I do once 

a year. We put together the biggest blading event of the year here in 

Latvia: Riga- A.L.N.I.S. It used to be a real street contest years ago 

when the older generation of guys took care of organizing it, but now 

for the past two years we have made it a really unique event. My dad 

owns a company with access to a big, perfect flat space where we 

build cool obstacles and get everyone to come and enjoy. I’ll try to get 

riders from further away to come out next year and put it on the WRS 

rankings, so it should be bigger. 

Let's talk about your skating for a few moments — what is your 
favorite thing about blading? I just love blading with my homies with 

super chill atmosphere and no pressure. I also enjoy competitions, 

but it’s not the same — it’s more pressure — but it’s a good reason to 

drop some hammers for the crowd. I enjoy just blading with homies 
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more, just the way it was when I started — no cameras, just blades on 

my feet and good friends. 

What about tricks and spot selection — how does your mind 
process those factors? I really love something more creative than 

just a random handrail. But back home I can’t be that selective — I just 

skate everything we have. I love back to backs. Instead of grinding 

one handrail, you do two in a row with two different tricks that go 

together. And for sure a colorful or super ghetto spot will make the 

clip/photo look much cooler.

As this interview shows, as have all your video sections, you're a 
stunt blader. People say stunt blading is dying or has gotten more 
rare. What do you think about that? That’s not true. There’s so 

many people that do crazy stunts. There’s just a huge diversity in the 

types of blading now, but it’s not dying, that's for sure. I hope I won’t 

let it die for a while… and there will be so many hammers in the next 

few years... something totally hammered.

What do you mean "so many hammers in the next few years"? 
Because I'll get some and a lot of other people will as well. There 

are guys who won't stop killing shit; they'll keep coming up with next 

level stuff. Like Brian Aragon, who doesn't seem to be stopping. And 

there's plenty more guys, too. But it's not all about hammers, like, I 

don't like hammers all the time. It's such a battle with your mind that 

you can't do them everyday. It's just an important part of my way of 

blading — go big, but not only big and not all the time. 

We dig it. How do you prepare to do a big stunt? Usually, if it’s a 

really big one, I just run up and stop before the rail/gap about 20 times 

and try to imagine that I do it perfectly, because I don’t want to do it 

twice. Just try to set my mind into “it’s nothing special and you've got 

it” mode, but sometimes it's not that easy. It’s a real mindgame with 

hammers and everyone needs to find his own way over fear, because 

there’s no fear actually — it’s a fake thing in your mind.

Are there any tricks that you've thought of doing but haven't 
done yet, or tricks you wanted to try but walked away from? I’m 

not sure about one trick, but there have been spots that I’ve walked 

away from for sure. I think if you want you can get any trick you want 

to do, it just takes time. And yeah, I’ve thought about switch fastslides 

but haven’t done them yet, but I know it’s not impossible, so I already 

know that I got them. But not yet, ha ha. 

We're getting to a point when we should start wrapping this up. 
How about telling us a quick story about something funny or 
unusual that happened on a blade tour. On the way home from 

the Hedonskate summer tour I was riding with my homie, Toms, and 

his car engine blew up in the middle of nowhere Poland. We were 

stuck there for three days, talking with Madej from Hedonskate 

back in Poland on the phone as translator to everyone, mechanics or 

whoever, because no one spoke English. 

That was funny, horrible, sad, unusual…  ha, ha. We ended up getting 

drunk in the back seat of some Polish guy's car as he pulled our car 

on a trailer for 20 hours back to Latvia. But I didn’t want to pass out 

because the driver looked really tired. Ha, ha!

What's the best phone call/email you've ever gotten? I’m not sure 

about ever, ever. Andy asking if I wanted to go to China was pretty 

cool, because I knew if I ever got a chance like this I'd take it for sure. I 

may not love China, but it’s China. Need to go there once.

Worst phone call/email you've ever gotten? Nothing comes in 

mind. Nothing.

Favorite skate setup you've ever skated? The new Remz H.R 1.2 is 

the best so far for sure! 

What are you going to do when this is over? My university classes 

start in less than an hour, so I wlll get ready for that. Then pack stuff 

for the Sweden Open Championships and go there tomorrow.

Well, we'll let you go do that. Good luck! And thanks, Nils. 
Congrats again on the wins, and thanks for blading for the 
cameras and answering these questions. Ciao! Thank you. It was 

my pleasure. I hope this all comes together and looks good in the mag. 

Peace and blade hard. 

"Everyone needs 
to find his own 
way over fear, 

because there’s 
no fear actually 

— it’s a fake 
thing in your 

mind."
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*CONTEST

Besides being an internationally-attended event, sporting com-

petitors from Australia, UK, France and other far-flung regions I'm 

surely overlooking, it was pressed into legendary status because 

everyone knew what else was happening during the event — it was 

being filmed for a television show. 

Now, as any past blade event attendee can tell you, the energy level 

and intensity of a blade contest is extremely elevated. That shit is 

high. It's dramatic in a way that watching an event online or later on 

a DVD can rarely capture or convey. Now add to that the notion that 

the skaters who laced the hardest could end up being seen on TV, 

and yeah… it was a whole new animal. Well, maybe not new, but the 

sort of nearly-extinct animal that hasn't been spotted in this corner 

of the action sports wilderness since 2005.

The main man responsible for all of it is Jon Julio. You may have 

heard of him. He does blade stuff. Pretty cool. Anyway, as Jon has 

covered in numerous interviews and statements, the inaugural 

event last year was seen in Santa Ana as a big success. It brought 

out a lot of people that otherwise never would have been in Santa 

Ana. And this year they wanted it to happen again. So Jon obliged. 

Back in October, on 
a sunny Saturday in 

Santa Ana, California, 
blading history took a 
promising turn at the 

2012 Blading Cup. 
by Justin Eisinger

Photos by Justin Eisinger, Wes Driver, & Ryan Schude

jEFF sTOCkwEll / sTalE TRaNsFER
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As is the tendency, one thing lead to another, and before long the 

2012 Blading Cup wasn't just a one-day blade event — it became 

ground zero for 100% blader made television programming unlike 

our community has ever seen. 

The full crew list as recounted by Drew Bachrach in our online pre-

show interview was: Dave Paine, Billy Kostka, Jason Reyna, Cu-

auhtzin Gutierrez, Justin Lomax, Ivan Narez, John Considine, Chris 

Bjerre, Beau Cottington, Sayer Danforth, Daniel Kinney and Arlo 

Eisenberg. And obviously Drew, too. 

Not only were the guys in orange shirts running around the course 

filming actually bladers themselves (we know you recognized a bunch 

of 'em), but the other behind-the-scenes production dudes were also 

bladers. Like we said, 100% blader made (there's even a logo on the 

closing show credits stating this fact). As far as anyone can tell, this 

is a world-first. And it's something no skater should take for grant-

ed. Want to know how we make sure blading looks the way blading 

should? Like this. 

But that's all just background and editorialization. What mattered 

most was the event itself, and it was pretty boss. Not only from the 

"Hey I'm hanging out with my friends" angle, but from a spectator, 

photographer, and just stoked-out-on-blading kind of way. 

One thing that really caught my attention was the tightness of the 

course. It was in a small space, with a pretty damn interesting lay-

out designed by Nick Wood, and from watching the best dudes in the 

world adjust their blading to the terrain, it looks like it was challeng-

ing. The dudes who bladed best displayed fast footwork and adapted 

to the unusual layout. Forget lacing, landing and rolling away. On the 

Blading Cup course you laced, landed and almost immediately hit an-

other ramp. 

Maybe it had to do with this uncommon setup, but some of the day's 

breakout tricks came from names that aren't always thrown around 

at contests: Gavin Drumm, Kevin Yee, Ben Schwab. All three of these 

guys did stunts that got the crowd 100% amped the fuck up. And they 

all made it on TV with the likes of the regular big bosses. Congrats to 

each of them!

As you no doubt already know, CJ Wellsmore walked away with the 

win, but not without an epic showdown against Haffey. Chris broke 

out some heavy hitters like the 540 ao pornstar and the 900 transfer, 

but in the end CJ's high-energy flow and linking of big, technical tricks 

led him to the top spot. With no envy of the judges duties in judging 

what had to have been a supremely difficult comp, a quick shout out 

to the new American Idol-style public judging is in order. Not only did 

it add a cool element to the event itself, but it created near perfect 

transparency for the often murky world of contest results. Expect to 

see it used more often. (Looking at you, BCSD.)

With the champion awarded and the course breakdown underway, a 

night of revelry got underway as many congratulations were shared. 

ChRis haFFEy / 900 TRaNsFER ChampiON Cj wEllsmORE
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But even though the event was over, for the production team there 

was still much to do. 

      

*****

Flash forward six weeks and the Blading Cup show has aired on tele-

vision in the United States. In San Diego the blade crew (growing 

again!) gathered at Bar Pink to watch and celebrate. Other groups 

did the same all around the country. Not knowing how many times 

we'd get to see this show, let along blading on TV, it was important 

to catch it when it aired. Not to mention is was TOTALLY AWESOME 

to watch a show on television that existed only because of the work 

of our blading media peers. We are proud of all of you guys and what 

you did for blading. 

But then, after the first weekend, something unexpected happened 

— the show got more time slots! Nearly a week after its first airing, 

at 5pm on Thanksgiving a group at ONE HQ watched the show on 

Fox Sports West again after we ate our turkey. When it was over, the 

channel went back to college football. 

Does the future hold more air time for Blading Cup? Or maybe a se-

ries of Blading Cup events that comprise an entire Blading Cup event 

series, with stops in places like Santa Ana, NYC, Minneapolis, Dallas? 

We have no idea, but that's what we want to see. So hey, Jon Julio, if 

you're reading this — get on it already!

dO ThE dREw

RyaN sChudE aNd ThE miCk
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*FEATURE

by Kevin Yee
Photos by John Haynes

Michael 
Garlinghouse

While at the 2012 NYC Invite, I asked Alex Broskow what 

he thought of Michael Garlinghouse. Alex replied, “Michael 

is the most professional non-professional in the industry. He 

is also the kindest and most genuine dude.” 

Michael has earned a reputation in our industry and cul-

ture for being a good dude as well as a talented blader. Just 

lately, his rollerblading ability has reached a new peak: He 

has reached the level of technical mastery and personal ex-

pression. When these two elements coincide, great blading 

happens.

As a blader approaches this synthesis his or her soul be-

comes more and more transparent in their movements. In 

the summer of 2012, Dan Knapmiller released a Michael 

Garlinghouse section titled “16 Dreams." This section has 

been widely acclaimed to be Michael Garlinghouse’s best 

section to date. This is also the first section in which Michael 

is not wearing a helmet.

I’ve known Mike for a long time now. We both attended the 

same high school, he kicked it in the same social group as my 

sister in high school, our parents are close church friends, 

and we both rollerblade.

Getting to know Mike over the years has been awesome; 

growing up in such a similar environment has given us an 

understanding of one another. However, it was only after 

I moved to California that we became good friends. Every 

year I would return home to Minnesota for Christmas and 

have a skatepark session with Mike and the rest of the Min-

nesota dudes. Mike was always steadily, carefully, and pas-

sionately working on his blading. Don’t take my word for it, 

go to his YouTube account and watch his blading come into 

its own since he began filming sections six years or so ago. 

In Holdin’ it Down [2006] we are introduced to the alley-oop 

tricks, mistrials of all shapes and kinds, and perfect gap land-

ing technique that continue to be a hallmarks of his blading. 

Then in the Con Artist video titled Urban Playground [2007] 

we begin to see more drop rails, bigger gaps, and sick nega-

tives. Then in 2008 we find Michael skating a skatepark in 

Chicago with Matt Luda. In this park section Michael’s flowy 
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and consistent skatepark ability becomes apparent, 

foreshadowing his 1st place victory of the Bitter Cold 

showdown amateur division in 2012 (Michael also 

won 3rd place in 2010 and 2011!). However, it was 

not until Michael’s Birdz and Beez section dropped 

[2008], that he was given more opportunities with 

sponsorship and coverage. This is a pivotal point for 

his skating. His execution isn’t perfect in every case 

but he is undeniably coming up in the game with 

creativity, amplitude and style. His ender was a fakie 

360 over a gap with a tall drop in the dead of winter. 

Following this profile, Garlinghouse was featured in 

the first Vibralux video. Michael’s skating came off as 

solid but it was clearly overshadowed by the likes of 

Farmer, Haffey, and Broskow. At the same time, Mi-

chael’s skating was progressing faster than ever. He 

rolled away fakie from his ender, a pristinely executed 

sweaty on a huge triangle edge drop ledge, looking 

directly into the camera while nodding his head and 

gesturing confidently. Sometime around that point 

it became obvious to all blader-kind that Gnarls was 

a really good blader. Michael continued to reinforce 

this validation with a slew of park edits, while simulta-

neously producing about three sections a year.

I remember Michael telling me that he wanted to move 

up from flow to am on Xsjado. This push resulted in his 

sections in Too Much Love 2, the SHOCK video, Hooli-
gan Project, Charging and Pariah being a level above his 

previous work. In these sections he is clearly more 

confident, the quirks in his movement — like pulling on 

his shirt — are fading away into a polished steelo and 

a lot of his tricks are all next level. And then in the “16 

Dreams” section Michael is owning every aspect of 

every trick from the roll up and roll away. You see the 

same tricks — alley-oops, mistrials, switch and natural 

royales, full cabs, creative moves, gaps, spins, solid rail 

skating — but now it's all come together into a con-

scious whole. It’s fitting that at about 1:40 in, right 

when the viewer might think the section has ended 

with a filthy full cab darkside true top pornstar and to 

a song with lyrics like “better get out, better get out, 

while we have time," a new song begins with a scream 

of insanity and an expanding cartoon outline drawing 

of Michael on the screen with short hair and no hel-

met. The singer frustratedly sings of having sixteen 

dreams while Michael laces boss tricks and next level 

moves. His ender is his trademark topside mistrial on 

a big concrete out ledge over stairs. The loud slam of 

his weight against the pavement snaps the viewer out 

of a trance, he holds the fakie until his wheels hit the 

grass and he stumbles steezily out of the frame.

Soon after Michael’s “16 Dreams” section was 

released, I was in Minnesota, so I texted him to see if 

he wanted to go blading and chill. He told me to bring 

good bearings and a fresh set of wheels since all he 

wanted to skate was vert. Initially I thought he was 

joking, but sure enough he picked me up and we went 

to skate the vert with Farmer, who also happened to 

be in town. We had a good time practicing different 

spins over the launch box before we manned up to the 

vert ramp. When Michael immediately began lacing 
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to Minnesota, Jeph Howard was drunk and praising Michael for how 

great of a skater he has become. At some point during this bro-down 

Jeph began challenging Michael to stop wearing his helmet so that 

he could possibly get more opportunities in the blade game. Mike re-

sponded, “so I can get an email back when I ask sponsors for stuff 

or get an extra pair of skates during the year?” Michael was not con-

vinced, but at the same time this was the first time in his entire blad-

ing life that he ever considered the option of not wearing a helmet. 

When Michael got back from Bitter Cold he found himself thinking 

more and more about the helmet question. Being the type of per-

son who figures out what he thinks by writing his thoughts down, he 

wrote down all the pros and cons and he questioned his intentions.

In the dead of winter Michael began playing at the skatepark with-

out his helmet. Michael built his confidence up in secret; only Jeph 

Howard and his regular crew was joining him for these helmet-less 

sessions. Michael decided that the next step of this experiment would 

be to film a section in secret and release it online for free and without 

affiliation to his sponsors [“16 Dreams”]. When I asked him why, he 

responded, “I wanted to throw everyone off… skating had become a 

routine... To do something secretive excited me.” Furthermore, Mi-

chael explained that, “The ’16 Dreams’ edit was my opportunity to 

make people rethink their opinions." At one point while on the topic 

of haters Michael uncharacteristically blurted out, “People seem to 

have trouble seeing my skating beyond the helmet… Fuck you, I’ll take 

my helmet off for a minute so you can see my real skating!” There is 

an old attitude in our culture that says wearing helmets is for pussies. 

I’ve even heard several people say things like, “Michael’s skating is re-

ally sick but it would be sicker if he didn’t wear a helmet." According to 

Michael, “Realistically we should all wear helmets. I’m proud to have 

inspired kids to wear helmets. If you want to wear a helmet then wear 

sick grinds and airs above the coping, I knew he wasn’t kidding about 

his vert obsession.

Michael mentioned that his current vert sensei was none other than 

Minnesota legend Jon Robinson. The session was topped off by 

Farmer helping Michael learn how to do an invert for the first time! 

After the session, Farmer went home and Michael and I went to get 

dinner at a raw foods restaurant called Ecopolitan. I ordered the 

rawvioli and Michael ordered a tostada. It made sense that I was go-

ing to my first raw foods restaurant with a nutrition major! Michael’s 

interest in healthy eating began through the influence of everyone's 

favorite health-conscious pro blader, Robert Guerrero.

As we chatted over dinner it became apparent that Michael’s life is in 

the beginning process of monumental changes. First, he'll be graduat-

ing college after the spring semester of 2013. Like every young man 

graduating college, he is about to face the real world. He is consider-

ing teaching English abroad, though he admitted that he still has a 

lot of research to do. Secondly, for the first time in six years, he's not 

filming a section — there is no Minnesota video in progress and Adam 

Johnson is not currently filming a video. When I asked him what's up 

with the Xsjado video he said that he doesn’t know and right now he is 

just stoked on blading the vert ramp. Third, Michael’s brother, Shawn, 

tragically passed away. Finally, he is no longer wearing a helmet.

We paid the bill and headed to a bar. Michael doesn’t drink, so I or-

dered a beer and a glass of whiskey and kept writing down notes on 

receipt paper as Michael continued to open up. I finally confronted 

the elephant in the room and asked Michael why he chose to stop 

wearing his helmet. He told me it all went back to Bitter Cold Show-

down 2012 when he won the amateur contest. On their drive back 
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had his shot at the mega. When I asked Michael to relate the expe-

rience he told me, “The mega was amazing. The sickest feeling! The 

feeling of airing vert is an awesome feeling but the mega is even bet-

ter. We do what we do for the rush of it. And that's a sick rush. I wasn’t 

scared once, it was really damn fun.”

Michael also is the first rollerblader to 180 the mega, granted it 

was on accident! He explained that on one of the attempts instead 

of grabbing mute he randomly went safety. The motion of reaching 

down and dipping his shoulder started the rotation in the air. Since 

you are in the air for so long the tiniest movements have huge con-

sequences. About this moment Michael said he "panicked and yelled 

'OH SHIT!' but then I had a calming feeling that I knew I was gonna 

land it and I just rolled away.”

As I have been writing about Michael and spending time with him I 

have continually been reminded of the many ways that he expresses 

himself as a planner. Most obviously, when Michael is filming he will 

make a spot list for the day that takes into consideration countless 

variables such as who he is skating with, how much time they have, 

what is a good warm up spot, what is a logical driving order, etc... You 

also see this in the way he prepares his body for skating. He stretch-

es, eats healthy, has never drank or smoked, and up until just recently 

he always wore a helmet. Furthermore, you can see the planner more 

subtly in Michael’s rollerblading style. For example, I see this planning 

aspect in the way his arms wind up when he is about to spin and in 

his trademark squat landings — properly executed landing technique 

is a form of planning for impact. Although right now his life is rap-

idly changing before his eyes. So much so that it makes one question 

whether planning is even possible. Yet even in the midst of an ‘OH 

SHIT!’ situation, where one is unexpectedly turning backwards while 

flying through the air, it is possible to regain an unplanned sense of 

calm.

Is "16 Dreams" the last real section of his career? That seems unlikely 

as he tells us, “It's gonna be a cool feeling to buy a pair of skates one 

day, but I’m still stoked to earn them." Let us use Michael as an ex-

ample to treat all amateur section-making-a-holics with the a dignity 

that supersedes their rank. The skaters of previous generations were 

getting pro-boots and salaries before even reaching the number of 

sections and raw output of footage that most current amateurs have 

already reached. Let us give these ams our thanks and praise, wheth-

er in person or online, and graciously offer them a floor to sleep on. 

Finally, if you are one of these amateurs and you are fucking frustrat-

ed with the politics and lack of appreciation for putting your body and 

your life on the line for blading, then all I can say to you is learn a les-

son from Michael Garlinghouse: go find your vert ramp, go find your 

mega ramp, whatever it is for you… just start doing whatever makes 

you happy on the blades.

it! At the same time taking mine off has been a crucial development 

in my blading career.”

Michael and I finished up at the bar and started walking towards his 

car. As we walked, Michael started talking about how he is open to 

what comes next in his life, with hopes to have a career that he can 

feel as passionate about as he does blading. But that in order to make 

this plan work he wouldn’t be able to continue to live the blade vaga-

bond lifestyle forever. Yet at the same time he has his doubts about 

finding a career that he could love as much as blading. I agreed with 

him about that sentiment and we both moaned for a bit about how 

we wished blading had money and opportunities and then he cut that 

fog by saying, “Ya know, I want to blade for myself and not be con-

cerned with trying to take money from blading.” Indeed, that seemed 

the most reasonable position to take at this point in blade history. For 

what could Michael ever hope for? A few hundred dollars a month? A 

couple plane tickets? If he battled it out for the next ten years would 

he get a pro skate from Xsjado? There are no guarantees. And even if 

he were to go pro, would the sacrifice of his other dreams be worth 

it? For a rational planner like Michael the numbers just don’t add up. 

However, that makes it no less heartbreaking. As we drove on, Mi-

chael reflected, “For the first time ever I feel comfortable being done 

worrying about the industry and growing a fanbase. I am the sole 

motivation on myself. No companies are giving me an incentive to do 

anything. That is why I am stoked on skating vert right now. Vert has 

no expectations, nothing to do with the industry, nothing to do with 

Vibralux or Xsjado, it’s just me.” I asked Michael whether I would be 

seeing him at the Blading Cup. He said that he would be there for 

sure but that his number one priority would be to launch the mega 

ramp at Woodward West.

At the Blading Cup, Michael made it through to the finals of the 

amateur competition. But just minutes after the round started he 

collided with another blader. According to Michael,“After the colli-

sion I don’t remember anything. My first memory was looking up and 

seeing Daniel Kinney and Alex. Then I don’t remember anything until 

I opened my eyes at the top of the start box and was like 'How the 

hell did I get here?' At that point I decided that I should definitely not 

skate anymore.” When I asked Michael about whether he was second 

guessing his decision to wear a helmet he responded, “If I had a hel-

met on I might have gotten knocked out anyway, because my face ran 

into him. It might have been the whiplash that knocked me out... I’m 

not really sure.” He continued, “It’s crossed my mind to wear my hel-

met at contests because it's such a chaotic, collision-ridden environ-

ment. People don’t pay attention to who is around them because they 

get so hungry at competitions. I’m guilty of that too.” Overall, Michael 

was bummed that he didn’t get to do all the tricks he was planning on 

doing in the finals. He lamented, “Running into someone is the shitti-

est way to go out." Michael ended up going to the emergency room 

that night as his condition worsened. Luckily, his condition improved 

quickly and just a couple days later he went to Woodward West and 

"He stretches,
eats healthy, has never drank or 
smoked, and up until just recently
he always wore a helmet."
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*SPOTLiGHT

by Randy Abels
Photos by Dominic Swagemakers

Sven
Boekhorst
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I guess everybody with love and passion for 

rollerblading is acquainted with the name 

Sven Boekhorst, also known as “The Silent 

Assassin.” Most probably know him as an 

athlete with a knack for skate competitions and 

demonstrations, and of course this is what he 

does best. But all in all he is a person who loves 

to be on skates. 

 

As a young kid, Sven already demonstrated a 

talent for sports. He played soccer and created 

some great skills with his feet during training. 

But, after seeing a VHS tape named Dare to Air 

in ’93, he got inspired to try some inline skating 

for himself. When he started skating with his 

buddies in his hometown it became clear that 

his dedication would inspire him to take it to 

the next level. The love of being on blades grew 

from that moment. Starting on some Roces FCO 

skates he began jumping homemade ramps, 

grinding on old Dutch benches, and rode fakie 

down steps. Soon the Dutch scene knew about 

this young kid named Sven.  

 

Before long the distributor for Rollerblade 

skates spotted this talented skater and support-

ed him, allowing him to showcase his skills to 

anyone interested in the sport. This meant a lot 

of traveling and visiting unknown places. In the 

meantime, when he was back at home, he always 

tried to set up sessions with his homeboys. Un-

fortunately, unlike Sven, they all went to school 

and didn't get to skate as much as they wanted. 

But by the time he turned 18 he was able to get 

his driver's license, and then getting to sessions 

was a lot easier. 

During this period he sessioned every city in the 

Netherlands — there are even clips in old Dutch 

movies like The Chosen and Pindakaas. In winter-

time, and even in the Dutch summer, rain is an 

everyday reality. Thank goodness there are a 

bunch of good indoor parks in The Netherlands. 

Because of this Sven became a killer transition 

skater. At every skatepark you visit there is al-

ways an insane gap, transfer, disaster or what-

not. Sven will always spot these crazy opportu-

nities upon arrival, and will try to clear that trick 

off his list. I guess this comes from coming up at 

his local hometown skatepark. It's definitely an 

advantage — looking at the world like a skate-

park built just for him.

Skating a spot, park, or just a lap around a lake 

with Sven is so much fun. He’s like a little kid in a 

candy shop. Getting excited about all the things 
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surrounding him, but always focused on the toughest one. Needless 

to say he always knows what his capabilities are, but is never afraid to 

push his limits. That is just in his nature and that is how he approaches 

everything he does. But the actions say more than a thousand words. 

 

Back then, he was already a "silent dude." Maybe even a bit introvert-

ed to anyone not in his direct social circle. Even nowadays he is still 

a silent dude when on skates — focused on blading and doing nice, 

clean tricks. As a buddy of his, I watched him change, working to be 

more open with other skaters. Especially over here in the Nether-

lands. Maybe it was to do with the ups and down of rollerblading pop-

ularity, which today seems like it might be stronger than ever before. 

 

Sven has grown up parallel to the growth of the sport. Maybe as one 

of the few skaters in Europe that have been around since day one. 

You can definitely see his veteran status — from the tricks he is doing 

and the style he does them with, to the professional attitude he por-

trays. As a young guy, he chose his passion over school and went for 

skating full time. Even today, when you are reading this, he still does 

what he loves to do. As a professional, he's turned his hobby from 

back in the day into his profession… while his body lasts. Being 32 and 

still skating like a geezer of 17 is pretty amazing. 

I, for one, hope this guy keeps on amazing us and the scene with his 

passion to skate, to show everyone what is possible, and continuing 

to develop new concepts to stay juiced on blading. Sven deserves 

respect from all bladers around the world 'cause you know when he 

skates he is not playing games.

*Note: In January 2013, Sven annouced the upcoming Winterclash would be his final competition. 

sOul TO sOul TRaNsFER / wagENiNgEN,  NEThERlaNds

"Sven has 
grown up 
parallel to the 
growth of the 
sport." 
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DustinSPENGLER
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
trick: switch ao wallride full cab out
location: atlanta, ga
skates: rollerblade
frames: ground control
wheels: rollerblade
photographer: spengler/sizemore
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RossKUHN
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
trick: mute air
location: seattle, wa
skates: valo
frames: youth
wheels: eulogy
photographer: brandon smith

AlexBURSTON
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
trick: disaster ttp
location: manchester, uk
skates: razors
frames: ground control
wheels: bhc
photographer: sam cooper
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BrettDASOViC
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
trick: top soul to fakie
location: st. paul, mn
skates: usd
frames: create originals
wheels: scribe
photographer: john haynes

SoichiroKANASHiMA
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
trick: fishbrain to fakie
location: portland, or
skates: valo
frames: youth
wheels: eulogy
photographer: brandon smith
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FrankyMORALES
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
trick: liu kang 180
location: los angeles, ca
skates: usd
frames: kizer
wheels: m1
photographer: wes driver
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ChadANTHONY
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
trick: mute to bank
location: nashville, tn
skates: ssm
frames: ground control
wheels: m1
photographer: julian mire
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CarlosPiANOWSKi
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
trick: top soul
location: são paulo, br
skates: usd
frames: kizer
wheels: undercover
photographer: rené jr
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SeanKELSO
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
trick: makio
location: boston, ma
skates: usd
frames: create originals
wheels: street artist
photographer: brian lewis
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DeanCOWARD
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
trick: sweatstance
location: san francisco, ca
skates: valo
frames: youth
wheels: valo
photographer: brandon smith
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DemetriosGEORGE
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
trick: fishbrain to fakie
location: compton, ca
skates: usd
frames: kizer
wheels: undercover
photographer: wes driver
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*15MiNUTES
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In the mid to late '90s, most professional bladers where teenagers — punks, shitheads, 

spoiled brats. But really, can you blame them? Whatever you want to call 'em, they were a 

bit too young to have that much freedom. Jason Marshall fit into that category like a Lego 

at the ripe old age of 16. The talented NorCal skater had the attitude and skill to compete 

and place in NISS and ASA pro tour stops. He had an array of video sections in various 

videos and quite a solid career. Then he was gone. One very random California fall day 

back in 2005, Chris Mitchell and I were surfing Seal Beach when we heard a familiar voice 

call out Mitchell's name, and all of a sudden Jason Marshall paddles toward us! What 

the—?! After catching up and catching a few waves, he was gone... again. Until now. Jason 

isn't back in the blading scene full time, but more importantly he's back on blades and 

more stoked than ever. 

You grew up in NorCal, what got you into blading back then? I 

started blading in Virginia Beach back in 1991 (where at the time I 

went to the same school as Vinny Minton), but it was mostly roller 

hockey. I rode CCM hockey blades, and any freestyle blading we did 

was by our own curiosity. We mostly jumped over the nets on the 

tennis court where we played hockey, or stacked small recycling bins 

to see who could jump over the most.

My father was transferred from Norfolk Naval Air Station in Virginia 

to Concord, California in 1992. My first intuition in California was 

to skate down the hills our apartments resided on. We only lived 

in Concord for a few months before moving to Alameda. I don’t 

remember if it was the number of fights I got into, or my father 

wanted to be closer to work. But I do remember nearly being kicked 

out of school and the district for standing up for myself with a few 

bullies. I smashed a kid's head into the chalk rail after he continually 

threatened me for weeks, and knocked seven teeth out of another 

kid's mouth for bullying me. I was small but I loved (and worse — 

knew how) to fight. I had a thick East coast accent which probably 

caused most of my problems.

Once in Alameda, my mother knew I needed friends with similar 

interests, so she found a pickup roller hockey gathering listed in the 

local newspaper where she could drop me off. It was on Thursdays at 

Washington Elementary School, back in 1993.

That's where I met Lawrence Ingraham, Kell McKenzie, Nick Strang, 

Andrew Conroy, Emery Dawdell, and Charles Rainingbird (THE 

Original Oakland/SF Crew), who all played hockey in Alameda. The 

elementary school had a six-stair set and a few waxed curbs in front 

of the building that the local skateboarders would use. Airborne 

had just come out that year, followed by Dare to Air and The Hoax, 

which Lawrence purchased and we watched hundreds of times 

in his attic. We immediately went to work on the ledges learning 

frontsides, backsides and souls — which we then took to Oakland 

and San Francisco within the year to scope out EMB and Hubba's 

Hideout. We were immersed in one of the richest skateboarding 

environments in the world with no lack of skate-able terrain which 

was both a blessing (skate heaven) and a curse (hate-boarders 

everywhere). We all loved how fun blading was, and it was this fun 

and shared learning experience (much like being at boot camp) that 

galvanized our friendships. A sandlot story.

Who did you roll with at first? When we were young, and before 

anyone was sponsored, I would spend a lot of time with Nick Strang, 

Lawrence Ingraham, and Andrew Conroy, who built p-rails and 

ramps. When I was am, I really started to explore, and spent a lot of 

time with the Esco guys (Beau Cottington, Eric Schrijn and Robert 

Lievanos).

How did they influence you? In skating, we all pushed each other. 

But it truly was Lawrence, Nick and Andrew that all propelled 

me to were I finally wound up as a professional. Lawrence had a 

backyard full of p-rails we would session. This was probably the most 

important piece of my career — creating work ethic and having a 

training regimen. We would have "marathon sessions" on a series of 

rails of various heights: low, medium and high. We would all learn on 

the low rail, and then would not move to the next rail height until we 

could all do the same trick consistently on the same rail. This gave 

us all an incentive to critique and help each other out so we could 

advance to the next height without feeling like we were leaving a 

brother behind. We would really dissect what we were doing wrong, 

and this feedback was really a crutch for us to all move forward as a 

team. An unorthodox approach yes, but very fun in a team manner.

Why did you want to be a pro back then? Everyone wants to be 

great at what they do and be recognized for their efforts. Blading 

professionals were extremely young when I was skating. I don't 

think we really knew why we wanted to be pro. It was (and still is) 

the perceived pinnacle of success. It was when you knew the labor 

of your hard work had finally paid off. In this sense, I wanted to 

be recognized for my contributions to the sport. What’s funny is I 

Name: Jason Marshall
Age: 33
Residence: Riverside, CA (Inland Empire)
Years skating: 21

Interview by Mike Opalek
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didn’t actually know I had turned pro until VG4 was released. I saw 

my name on the team rosters and in the ads of Senate and K2. Dave 

Paine (a huge mentor and great friend) staged it as a surprise. I will 

never forget it #brohug! 

What was it like touring and competing at a young age? First, I 

have to thank my parents for allowing me to tour with little to 

no adult supervision. Touring and competing at a young age was 

extremely fun, and would be for anyone under the age of 50. Having 

seen videos and magazines portraying a lifestyle I desperately 

wanted to live, it was part of knowing "I made it." But Randy Spizer 

said it best to me once, "Competing and traveling make you grow up 

faster." I wasn’t always able to find that balance, and once you are 

pulled into the competition ring it’s difficult to get out, which can 

make you second guess your intentions and skating career. But I have 

stories that would make the devil proud, and my mother deny me as 

her own child! That is why everyone should tour! The experiences 

you obtain are priceless! 

Did you miss out on anything at home because of this? I missed 

out on everything back home. I feel like it tore apart the brotherhood 

we had in Alameda. I made it at that level, and nobody else did. I felt 

bad at times. It was hard for me to go away for a few weeks then 

come back like nothing had happened. When VG4 came out, all we 

did was skate as a group on the streets of SF and Oakland. I had 

some of the best, most progressive times as a blader with these guys. 

Competition skating and touring remove that raw, true grit it takes 

to be a street skater. You loose things. In my case I lost some street 

skills and a few friends, which makes it regrettable on the other side 

of the coin. Friendship is, and always will be, far more important than 

making a few bucks at a contest. 

Remember when we at Box Magazine (Chris Mitchell: “The Fist," 
Cory Miller: “Lucky Lou” and Myself “Xanax," contracted you as 
our personal spy — “The Plumber!" — to deliver us intel on your 
whereabouts' so we could shoot everything the Daily Bread crew 
shot while they stayed at your house one weekend shooting a 
story on Matt Mantz? How fucking fun was that? I was definitely 

the mercenary of war for this plot! By far the funnest thing I have 

done in blading! Mantz was staying at my house and wanted to get 

some SF shots (his two-page DB spread doing a 180 over the fire 

hydrant next to EMB wearing black and white camos, with a maroon 

Fifty-50 shirt was during this trip, to be exact!). This was when cell 

phones were first emerging from companies like Nokia, so making an 

inconspicuous call was not an easy task, and Mantz started tripping 

out before we even left for the first shoot. "Marshall, who the fuck are 

you talking to? Lets go skate!" I abandoned my dad’s TV remote of a 

cell phone and started calling Mitchell from pay phones with precise 

latitude and longitude locations as we charted our course from 

Alameda to San Mateo. While we skated, you guys were following 

us with disguises in rented Lincoln Town Cars. The best part was 

when we showed up to skate with Pat Lennen and Brian Shima in 

San Mateo. We were skating a school, and Cory Miller (I think) was 

dressed like a janitor pushing a broom around. He kept getting in the 

way of us skating, with his disguise on, and still nobody recognized 

him! The whole time this was going on, I kept thinking "Holy shit I am 

committing political suicide! Daily Bread is gonna have my nuts for 

this!" Probably the most organized blading poach in history! I would 

love to re-read that issue. While we are on the topic of Box Magazine, 

I have been hounding Chris Mitchell to scan in all of the issues. I had 

the first TTS in history at The Grind skatepark up in Sacramento in 

there. I wanna prove it! Fly Away helmet and all! 

*Opalek: Actually it was Dave Temple that was the janitor that day. 

bs TORquE / db #27 (maRCh 1999) / phOTO by kEiTh wilsON  lOF / db #27 (maRCh 1999) / phOTO by jOhNNy dONhOwE
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Jason, you've been out of blading a long time, where are you at 
with life? Even while I was still skating I knew I needed a career to 

support myself and eventually a family. Not just support them, but to 

live the way I had imagined. Back in '98, after Transcend, I decided to 

take my father’s advice and go to college for computer networking. I 

dropped out of college for a high-paying job during the dot-com era 

(best decision I have ever made), and since then have been designing 

and installing large scale networks for some of the largest companies 

in the world. From designing Visa's network (thank me when you 

slide your card) to the Smart Grid technology in Southern California 

(thank me when your electric and gas bill is reduced for smarter use 

times). Shortly after Transcend, I met Shelly, my beautiful wife, and we 

now have an amazing two year old son, Jaiden. 

How has parenting changed you? People say “parenting gives you 

patience." I think that is a lie. Parenting makes you surrender your 

old selfish ways, which could include the temptation to “walk away." 

Instead, you are confronted with the sheer fact “If you walk away this 

human is gonna die." It helped me put other's needs in front of my 

own. As a blader — and a dude — that is very hard to do. Especially 

if you look at the life dynamic we have at home. I am very involved 

as a father and husband because I recognize how difficult it is to 

be a parent. It takes a toll on your spouse or baby-mama. And they 

should have a partner who bears part of the burden. Because it is 

a burden. You really have to give up your free time, and sometimes 

your interests, for the greater good. Overall, I think parenting has 

made me a better person with more perspective on daily life and my 

interactions with others. I have learned to listen first, and ask second. 

It has really taught me to find the “inner meaning” of what is being 

presented to me. And I won’t sugar coat it — parenting, in the first 

year, is the hardest thing I have ever done. 

What do you miss about the old days? Scouting virgin skate spots in 

San Francisco and Oakland. The original EMB and Hubba's Hideout. 

Always knowing there would be someone to session with at EMB 

regardless of the date or time. Being a part of the most progressive 

portion of blading history; we were either inventing tricks, or with 

people who were inventing tricks. I am truly grateful to have been a 

part of it!

Favorite bladers these days? Brian Aragon, Chris Haffey, Damien 

Wilson, Iain McLeod, JC Rowe, Farmer, and all the bLadies! If you 

should blade for any reason, it’s because our female skaters actually 

look like females. 

Bring it home, anything you want to say, or shout outs? My 

wife, Shelly, for putting up with me. I leave dirty clothes next to the 

hamper, fart and belch in front of her girl friends (even if I don’t know 

them), and complain about my dog Sadie (who happens to be the best 

mutt in the world). She grounds me and makes me happy. And my son, 

Jaiden, who is too young to know he means the absolute world to me. 

My mother, for putting up with all my skating buddies staying at our 

place. Beau Cottington, for taking me and making me feel like I was 

part of the family while I was living with him in SD during the filming 

of Transcend. Kato and Vannessa, for always being true friends. Kato 

helped bring me out of the darkness after my father passed away and 

has been there for me emotionally as a friend all these years. Dave 

Cardoza and Dayton Coopersmith, for being mentors in more ways 

than I can imagine.  Everyone in the Inline Empire for helping me find 

the love again: Brian Nixon, Hunter Hill, Julio Vega, Carlos Orosco, 

Bill Hedrick, Estevan Amador, Carlos Castillo, Jeff Hamm, Johvanny 

Cerventas, Joe Martinez… too many to list. And God, for giving me a 

penis. I couldn’t handle being a woman. Life is easier as a man. 

sTalE aiR / RiVERsidE, Ca / phOTO by bill hEdRiCk
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Flexing my bony bicep, I made a fist and snapped my elbow sharply. Saying 

congratulations to Chuck Cauton was becoming repetitive. This was my way of 

saying "awesome" to the great things that are happening for the hard-working 

tattoo artist that rollerblades and is a father to an amazing daughter. 

Chuck, sitting on the couch, legs folded, waits as I get ready for the blade 

session. I was unprepared when Chuck rang my doorbell and woke me up. His eyes 

are locked on his iPhone as he assembles a series of pictures on the Frametastic 

app for his #sketchaday that will be featured on Instagram. The first frame begins 

with a skeleton version of a female model and progresses in different shades. The 

fourth picture displays the final product. While waiting for the picture to post he 

enthusiastically tells me that the #sketchaday he made yesterday was featured 

on the "Popular" page after receiving "x" amount of "Likes."

I snap my elbow and thrust my fist.

Chuck then humbly tells me about the new touchscreen computer he got as a 

gift from one of his clients. 

Fist thrust. 

Bing! His phone screams incoming text message. It is Esco Zoo legend Fade 

Hurricane, confirming that his Jug package is on its way. 

I crack my elbow. 

At the bladepark we meet up with the remaining OGs who still like to soul 

grind: Ranier, Gonzo, Shaun Cortes. From his truck unload Ej and Earvin, each 

one rudely awakened by Chuck to make sure they weren't left out of today's 

session. Then Chuck graces the mini-ramp with sweatstances and dropped 

fishbones that would make any ninja jealous.  

I swiftly thrust my fist. Fuck yeah!

The session will have to end at 2:00 pm. At 2:30 his daughter needs to be 

picked up from school and Chuck refuses to be late. When he arrives home, 

Chuck's next client will be waiting to receive their next #chuckc tattoo (as seen 

on the "Popular" page on Instagram).  

*FOLiO
by Michael Obedoza
Chuck Cauton

portrait by Jonathan Labez
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Illustrations by Dylan Shippee
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Point and Flex Stretch
While seated bend the right leg and place your right 
ankle on your left knee. Holding the right toes with the 
right hand, gently press your toes to the left so your foot 
is pointing. Hold for a few seconds. Now use the hand 
to pull your toes to the right, flexing the foot. Repeat 10 
times and then switch feet. 

Pointed Foot Stretch

Cross the left ankle over the right, with toes pointing to 
the right. Now bend the knees to increase stretch pres-
sure on the top of the left foot. Hold for 30 seconds, then 
repeat before changing feet.

Tennis Ball Massage
From a sitting position, place a tennis ball or other soft, 
round object under the ball of the foot. Roll the ball back 
and forth beneath the foot arch. Focus on painful areas, 
remembering to massage the heel and ball of your foot. 
Use as much or as little pressure as is comfortable.

*WELLNESS

Toe Breaker Triceps Stretch
Kneel on a sort surface, tuck your toes towards your 
knees, then lower yourself until resting against your 
heels. While feeling the deep stretch in your feet and 
thighs, reach your right arm overhead and place the left 
arm behind your back. Bend both elbows, try to touch or 
clasp the fingers together. Hold for 30 seconds. Switch 
arms. Repeat.

Feet — we take them for granted. Sure, there's plastic and carbon fiber and other protective 
elements that go into your blades, but these same rigid materials can put unwanted pressure 
on many parts of your feet. Here are a few stretches that will release tension, reduce soreness, 
and hopefully keep you in your blades day after day. 
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